NOTE:
These details are for installation and sealing of BW Universal System panels only. For installation and sealing required for cladding, see standard details for specific cladding.

Figure 1.0

Through-fastener @ 6" above bottom of panel
Continuous non-curing butyl sealant with marriage bead to panel joint sealant
Corner trim

Flashing tape, 9" wide @ outside corner from edge of liner to bottom of panel, along the base course only.
(Refer to figure 1.0)
Continuous non-curing butyl sealant

Fastener

Subgirt fastener fastened into center of BWU horizontal rainscreen rail (optional)
1 1/2" subgirt and air cavity (optional)

Fastener (by cladding manufacturer)
Fastener into BWU horizontal rainscreen rail to supports

Continuous BWU horizontal rainscreen rail
BW Universal system panel
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Sealant plug detail
Apply sealant as panels are erected

Minimum sealant contact shown
Curing butyl sealant plug

Horizontal cladding (by cladding manufacturer)
Field notch panel @ 1 1/4" (not by panel manufacturer)
Apply curing butyl sealant plug near each panel end during panel erection (see detail below)

Steel stud 18 1/4, min. (not by panel manufacturer)
Through-fastener @ 6" above bottom of panel
Continuous non-curing butyl sealant w/marriage bead to panel joint sealant
Corner trim

Flash tape, 9" wide @ outside corner from edge of liner to bottom of panel, along the base course only
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